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1 INTRODUCTION

This ENTSOG TYNDP, together with the Project of Common Interest (PCI) selection process (which is the responsibility of the European Commission), is a key step for the development of European gas infrastructures. Gas infrastructures, along with the implementation of harmonised business rules, are fundamental for the strengthening of the European Internal Energy Market.

The TYNDP provides transparent and comprehensive information to stakeholders. From one edition to another, ENTSOG is constantly improving its TYNDP process, taking into account all the valuable feedback received by stakeholders.

FUTURE GAS INFRASTRUCTURE EVOLUTION

Gas infrastructure is an essential part of the future energy system, enabling the implementation of both existing and innovative carbon neutral gas technologies. The TYNDP 2022 provides a view of the future gas infrastructure developments, while also taking into consideration the ongoing decarbonisation efforts and a need to reduce Russian gas supply dependence.

The work on this TYNDP started in 2021, more than two years ago. Since then, rapid changes in the European gas market have occurred and the increased hydrogen ambitions of many countries and commercial players were observed, causing sudden announcements of new projects. It should therefore be noted that this infrastructure report cannot reflect all latest developments even at its publication date, while multiple major developments of 2022 could be captured.

Already in the previous TYNDP edition, ENTSOG introduced a new project infrastructure category for Energy Transition Projects. In response to the EU Green Deal and the revision process of the TEN-E Regulation (EU) 2022/869, ENTSOG decided to further update this category by substituting it by four new categories to provide additional insights, including development trends.
RENEWABLE AND LOW-CARBON HYDROGEN

Renewable and low-carbon hydrogen will be key to decarbonise the hard-to-abate sector in the next years. The role of biomethane and hydrogen is thereby expected to gain further relevance.

PROJECT SUBMISSION

For TYNDP 2022, an initial project submission took place between 18 October and 12 November 2021. Due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the commencement of new infrastructure initiatives to reduce the European dependence on Russian gas supply (including those outlined in the REPowerEU Plan), ENTSOG exceptionally re-opened the project collection process with the purpose of including relevant projects that were now being considered in light of security of supply needs. Between 30 May and 24 June 2022, project promoters had the opportunity to submit new projects aiming to both strengthen Europe’s security of supply and contributing to the energy transition, as well as offering project promoters the opportunity to update already existing projects with the latest available information. The project information as reported in Annex A and the TYNDP 2022 maps are reflecting therefore the status of the projects during the end of the project collection phase for TYNDP 2022.

In addition to the above-mentioned TYNDP project collection phases, hydrogen infrastructure projects have been complemented in a final call between 18 October and 15 December 2022. This collection was necessary to allow for updates or submissions of PCI candidates under the revised TEN-E Regulation.

Projects submitted to the TYNDP 2022 have different levels of maturity and their inclusion in the TYNDP does not make their development legally binding and should not be interpreted as an endorsement by ENTSOG or an EU body.

PROJECT COMPLIANCE

Submitted projects have to comply with specific administrative and technical criteria for their inclusion in the TYNDP, as defined in the “ENTSOG Practical implementation document (PID) for developing the 10-year network development plan 2022”¹. This document follows the European Commission’s recommendation on “Guidelines on equal treatment and transparency criteria to be applied by ENTSO-E and ENTSOG when developing their TYNDPs”, as set out in Annex III.2 (5) of Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 (TEN-E)². Since this TYNDP 2022 was developed in a transition period of the TEN-E Regulation, anticipated changes were taken into account as much as possible. The PID was consulted in a dedicated workshop on 2 June 2021.

¹ https://www.entsog.eu/sites/default/files/2021-09/TYNDP0075-21_TYNDP_2022_PID_FINAL.pdf
2 GAS INFRASTRUCTURE AND EUROPEAN ENERGY POLICY

Existing European gas infrastructures already provide a high level of market integration, security of supply, and competition in many parts of Europe. Recent changes in the geopolitical context prove that further developments in some specific areas are necessary in order to ensure that such benefits will be strengthened and maintained including independence from Russia, improving diversification, and taking into account the acceleration of hydrogen deployment communicated in REPowerEU³.

MARKET-BASED DEVELOPMENT OF GAS INFRASTRUCTURES

The Third Energy Package ensured a sound climate for a market-based development of gas infrastructures. In this context the TEN-E Regulation⁴ aims at facilitating the delivery of key infrastructures. Published in June 2022, the revised TEN-E Regulation lays down new EU rules for cross-border energy infrastructure. It promotes integration of renewables and new clean energy technologies into the energy system in the light of the European Green Deal⁵, the connection of regions currently isolated from European energy markets, strengthening of existing cross-border interconnections, and cooperation with partner countries.

New infrastructure projects may contribute to sustainability, decarbonisation, market integration, competition and diversification of gas supply sources or routes. It is therefore important that the European regulatory framework continues ensuring adequate support to infrastructure developments that will allow to meet current and future needs.

THE REVISED TEN-E REGULATION

With regards to the gas PCI process, the revised TEN-E Regulation clearly states that new natural gas projects will not be eligible for the PCI status already for the 6th PCI list (1st PCI/PMI under the revised TEN-E). At the same time, it defines the rules for the assessments starting in 2024. This TYNDP 2022 spans the revised and previous version of the TEN-E Regulation, and ENTSOG proactively is taking initiative for already designing infrastructure assessments for the cross-border infrastructure by grasping both, existing natural gas and future hydrogen networks. This is to properly and carefully represent interactions and synergies between different energy infrastructure categories.

---

THE REPowerEU PLAN

REPowerEU is addressing the European Commission’s response to the hardships and global energy market disruptions caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. It is a plan for saving energy, producing clean energy and diversifying energy supplies aiming at the reduction of Europe’s dependency on the Russian supplies of natural gas. The REPowerEU plan sets out a series of measures to rapidly reduce dependence on Russian fossil fuels and fast forward the green transition, while increasing the resilience of the EU-wide energy system. In its defined measures, increased production of biomethane, targeted investments for natural gas infrastructure and LNG and hydrogen purchases from alternative supply sources are listed. The TYNDP 2022 development was adjusted and modified along the process to include these ambitions into the perspective of the infrastructure development and its assessment.

GAS INFRASTRUCTURE – A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM

Regarding the sustainability pillar of the EU Energy Policy, gas infrastructures already offer a flexible system able to support the development of renewable energies. These infrastructures are able to transport a fuel that is less carbon-intensive than coal and oil to support the development of intermittent renewable power production and enable a large-scale injection of non-fossil gas (such as biomethane, hydrogen, or synthetic methane). Gas infrastructures provide the advantage of storing renewable energy, providing opportunities for up to seasonal balancing of energy systems, as well as transporting energy at relatively low costs. New investments into and accelerated deployment of hydrogen will establish advanced integration of renewable sources and achieve a higher level of decarbonisation. All technologies that contribute to the decarbonisation of the energy system, including those which enable renewable and decarbonised gases, should benefit from an objective treatment, assuring a level playing field between energy carriers.

COORDINATED AND COHERENT INTERACTION

To achieve climate goals under the European Green Deal in a cost-efficient way, a coordinated and coherent interaction between electricity and gases (including natural gas, biomethane, synthetic methane, and hydrogen) is essential. Such an integrated approach should address how to develop the infrastructure necessary for the future in an efficient and technology-neutral manner, which also reflects the increasing demand for hydrogen and the essential role of power-to-gas technologies.
3 EXISTING CAPACITIES AND PROJECT DATA COLLECTION PROCESS

ENTSOG has improved the transparency of the process, strengthened the communication with project promoters and upgraded its Project Data Portal to ensure the best possible availability, consistency and quality of the collected project data. This in exchange ensures the quality of the assessment.

For each TYNDP, ENTSOG collects information on existing firm capacities directly from TSOs (for transmission infrastructures) as well as from GIE® (for LNG regasification terminals and storage facilities). For TYNDP 2022, existing firm capacities were collected as of 1 January 2023.

In order to provide a holistic view of the European gas system over the next 20 years, it is important that all relevant infrastructure projects are incorporated into the TYNDP. ENTSOG has endeavoured to run an open and transparent data collection processes, and actively encouraged project promoters to submit their projects.

As the submission of comprehensive project data is a critical prerequisite for the infrastructure analysis, ENTSOG provides a Project Data Portal open to all project promoters to support the process.

Only projects actively (re)submitted by promoters through the Project Data Portal have been considered in this edition of the TYNDP. This process ensures transparency and non-discrimination between projects. Ahead of the submission phase, to better support project promoters, ENTSOG provided a documentation kit with a handbook on how to use the Project Data Portal and organised dedicated webinars for project promoters.

In order to increase transparency and accuracy of the information and to facilitate coordination among promoters, the ENTSOG Project Data Portal offers promoters capacity monitoring interfaces. This allows project promoters to actively monitor their submission through specific reports and check the final capacity value resulting from the application of the “lesser-of-rule”.

When submitting projects, the promoters commit to report accurate and up-to-date information. In very few instances ENTSOG has directly undertaken corrective actions in line with pre-defined rules. Furthermore, for a given project, the related TYNDP code is assigned automatically by the Project Data Portal when the project is first submitted. Updates of the project in future TYNDPs are handled by the promoter under the same project code. This allows using the project code as another key for the monitoring of projects along the different TYNDP editions and for the PCI selection process.

To ensure as much consistency as possible, ENTSOG encouraged promoters intending to resubmit projects that were already part of the TYNDP 2020 to update the already existing information while keeping the same TYNDP project code. In this way it has been possible to better link the different TYNDP editions and monitor the project evolution. Promoters were also requested to provide comprehensive information including detailed project implementation schedules (§ 6.4.3 and 7.5.3) and estimated costs (§ 6.4.3 and 7.5.4).

For the TYNDP 2022, an initial project submission took place between 18 October and 12 November 2021. The submission phase was followed by a check and correction phase (from 15 November to 10 December 2021) where both ENTSOG and promoters could verify and amend the submitted information. Additionally, in order to ensure a more careful consistency check on submitted projects’ data, during the TYNDP 2022 project data collection, ENTSOG liaised with ACER and National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) after the first initial data collection. Promoters were informed about...
the comments provided by ACER and NRAs and allowed to amend the information provided during the project data collection if deemed necessary. The same information was also shared with the European Commission.

Due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the commencement of new infrastructure initiatives to reduce Europe’s dependence on Russian gas supply (including the REPowerEU targets), ENTSOG decided to reopen the project collection process with the purpose of including relevant projects in light of security of supply. Between 30 May and 24 June 2022 project promoters had the opportunity to submit additional projects aiming to strengthen Europe’s security of supply, the diversification of Europe’s energy sources and contributing to the energy transition, as well as to update existing projects with the latest available information. The project information as reported in Annex A and TYNDP 2022 maps are reflecting therefore the status of the projects during the end of the project collection phase for TYNDP 2022.

In addition to the above-mentioned TYNDP project collection phases, hydrogen infrastructure projects have been complemented in a final call between 18 October and 15 December 2022. This collection was necessary to allow for updates or submissions of PCI candidates under the revised TEN-E Regulation.

### 3.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYNDP AND ENTSOG TRANSPARENCY PLATFORM DATA

Regulation (EC) no. 715/2009 and its amendments require ENTSOG to provide a Union-wide platform where all Transmission System Operators for gas shall make their relevant data publicly available.

The Transparency Platform provides technical and commercial data on gas transmission systems on a daily and hourly basis, which include interconnection points and connections with storages, LNG facilities, distribution networks, final consumers and production facilities.

The platform is available on web address: [https://transparency.entsog.eu](https://transparency.entsog.eu)

where the interested parties are able to access valuable information uploaded by all TSOs.

Firm technical capacity data collected and used for the TYNDP might differ from the capacity data published on the ENTSOG Transparency Platform for the three main following reasons:

- though the modelling mostly uses the ENTSOG Transparency Platform topology, in some cases the topology used in the TYNDP differs from the latter. This is to better serve simulations purposes;
- both existing capacity and project capacities are not constantly updated during the TYNDP process but have a specific time stamp (1 January 2023 for existing infrastructure while for projects the closure day of the data collection);
- capacities are modelled in the TYNDP after the application of the Lesser-of-Rule.
4 PROJECT STATUS AND INFRASTRUCTURE LEVELS

4.1 PROJECT STATUS

Projects are categorised along two different project status: FID and non-FID. As for TYNDP 2020 the non-FID status has been sub-categorised into non-FID Advanced (hereafter Advanced) and non-FID Less-Advanced (hereafter Less Advanced).

Each project status is directly derived from the information provided by its promoter and according to the rules set in the ENTSOG Practical Implementation Document:

- The FID status of a project corresponds to a project that has taken the final investment decision before the closure of TYNDP project collection period. Projects with FID status are identified in TYNDP project code with a F (e.g. TRA-F-000);

- The Advanced status is applied to all non-FID projects that fulfils the following conditions:
  - commissioning year expected at the latest by 31 December of the year of the TYNDP project data collection + 6 (e.g. 2028 in case of TYNDP 2022 for which the latest data collection was done in 2022)
  - and
    - whose permitting phase has started ahead of the TYNDP project data collection
    OR
    - FEED⁹ has started (or the project has been selected for receiving CEF¹⁰ grants for FEED) ahead of the TYNDP project data collection.

Projects with Advanced status are identified in TYNDP project code with an A (e.g. TRA-A-000)

- All projects that do not meet the FID or Advanced criteria are considered as having the Non-Advanced status. Projects with Non-Advanced status are identified in TYNDP project code with an N (e.g. TRA-N-000).

Based on past TYNDP process experience and the recommendations expressed by ACER in their Opinions, the Advanced status was already introduced in the 2017 edition¹¹ and allows to better reflect the different project maturities. This status was defined in close cooperation with ACER and the European Commission, and in consultation with stakeholders.

To enable meaningful simulation for system needs assessments, ENTSOG decided to move forward the project status of around 15 projects from less advanced to advanced. Most of these projects have been initiated directly after the Russian invasion of Ukraine aiming to bring additional supply to Europe or solving internal system bottlenecks. All respective projects have a common point: that the commission date and the realisation is very likely in the near future but based on the ad hoc planning all information on FEED and/or permitting could not be provided during the second project submission phase. Examples for this are investments at the border between France and Germany enabling reverse flow and the construction of FSRU’s in several European Countries. This decision was well discussed with all concerned project promoters.

Additionally, the PCI status is assigned to natural gas projects that are part of the latest approved 5th Union list of Projects of common interest (the PCI list) referred in Article 3 of the Regulation (EU) 347/2013, irrespective of the above-mentioned project status.

---

⁹ Front End Engineering Design as the basic engineering activity conducted after completion of the conceptual design or the (pre-)feasibility study.

¹⁰ The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) is an EU funding instrument defined in Art. 14 of Regulation (EU) 347/2013.

4.2 INFRASTRUCTURE LEVELS

4.2.1 NATURAL GAS INFRASTRUCTURE LEVELS

As in previous TYNDP editions, project status is the basis for the definition of natural gas infrastructure levels:

- **Existing infrastructure level**
  
  Existing infrastructure level is composed of the existing network + FID projects having their commissioning date no later than 31 December 2022. Existing infrastructure level will be the basis for the following infrastructure levels (PCI and Advanced), as it represents the minimum level of natural gas infrastructure development that will be considered in the TYNDP 2022 System Assessment.

- **Advanced infrastructure level**
  
  Advanced infrastructure level is composed of existing infrastructure level + FID projects + Advanced projects.

  The advanced infrastructure level broadens the range of the TYNDP 2022 System assessment, by including the natural gas advanced projects on top of the existing and FID infrastructure allowing for a better and more complete infrastructure gaps identification.

- **PCI infrastructure level**
  
  PCI infrastructure level is composed of existing infrastructure level + FID projects + natural gas infrastructure projects included in the 5th PCI list. The PCI infrastructure level is composed by existing infrastructures, infrastructure projects having FID status (whatever their PCI status is) and infrastructure projects labelled as PCIs in the 5th PCI selection process (not having their FID taken yet). Although it includes projects of different maturity, this infrastructure level allows to build a bridge between past PCI selection processes and it also enables the assessment of the 5th list of PCI natural gas projects.

---

**Figure 1**: Natural gas infrastructure levels in TYNDP 2022
4.2.2 HYDROGEN INFRASTRUCTURE LEVELS

Unlike natural gas, hydrogen infrastructure levels can only be defined with the consideration of planned projects, as there is no existing infrastructure in place.

After the inclusion of ETR project category (Energy Transition projects) in the TYNDP2020, and in order to provide a more accurate and up to date representation of the latest infrastructure developments ENTSOG extended the projects categories of ETR projects into four new separate categories in TYNDP 2022. Among these new infrastructure categories further detailed in ✦section 5.1 “Types of infrastructures”, Hydrogen infrastructure projects were collected as part of the dedicated new hydrogen project category.

In addition, hydrogen projects included different subcategories of hydrogen infrastructure projects, such as:

- On-shore or off-shore Hydrogen transmission pipelines (newly constructed or repurposed from natural gas pipelines) including pipelines enabling hydrogen imports from extra-EU countries.
- Newly constructed or repurposed liquefied hydrogen terminal including hydrogen embedded in other chemical substances with the objective of injecting the hydrogen into the grid.
- Hydrogen storages (newly constructed or repurposed from natural gas infrastructure).

Extensive data collection carried out for TYNDP 2022, allowed for the consideration of hydrogen infrastructure levels as a first step on the assessment and analysis of hydrogen infrastructure.

For the first time, in the TYNDP 2022 edition, ENTSOG has introduced Hydrogen infrastructure levels, that includes not only Hydrogen infrastructure projects (as defined in the Practical Implementation document of TYNDP 2022) submitted to TYNDP 2022, but it is also complemented by additional Hydrogen infrastructure projects submitted to the first PCI selection process under revised TEN-E (for which project collection closed in December 2022).

The addition of hydrogen projects submitted to the PCI project submission in the TYNDP 2022 edition is explained by the specific relationship between the TYNDP 2022 cycle and the ongoing first PCI selection process. As for the first PCI selection process, previous project submission to the TYNDP 2022 edition was not set a mandatory condition, unlike previous and future TYNDP/PCI processes.

It is also important to highlight that considering PCI project submission information as part of TYNDP 2022 infrastructure levels, has also allowed to update TYNDP 2022 project data of hydrogen infrastructure with the best available information from project promoters. This is also reflected in the TYNDP 2022 System and Project-specific CBA assessment and will enable a fair and non-discriminatory analysis of future hydrogen infrastructure.

In addition, and as further detailed in the definition of the Hydrogen infrastructure levels some additional infrastructure assumptions are included for H2 infrastructure level 2.

Unlike natural gas infrastructure levels, hydrogen infrastructure levels are not based on project-status. As hydrogen infrastructure being at an early stages of development compared to natural gas infrastructure that has been gradually developed reaching already in the existing infrastructure level considerable level of development for most European countries.

As described later in ✦section 7.5.1 “Overview of project status”, most hydrogen projects have non-FID less-advanced project status, whereas only few submissions have non-FID advanced project status and only one project has FID status.
In TYNDP 2022 two contrasted hydrogen infrastructure levels were included:

- **Hydrogen infrastructure level 1:**
  - Hydrogen infrastructure level 1 is a project-based infrastructure level, composed of all TYNDP 2022 hydrogen projects (including also TYNDP 2022 hydrogen-ready infrastructure), as well as hydrogen projects submitted to the first PCI selection process that were not previously submitted to TYNDP 2022.

- **Hydrogen infrastructure level 2:**
  - Hydrogen infrastructure level 2 is defined as a policy-based infrastructure, composed of Hydrogen infrastructure level 1 and additional infrastructure assumptions based on TSOs’ need to enable policy objectives, such as the 2030 hydrogen imports targets defined the RePowerEU Plan.

Infrastructure levels are the basis for the identification of infrastructure gaps in the TYNDP 2022 System assessment. For the first time, TYNDP 2022 will include a dual assessment of natural gas and hydrogen infrastructure; by combining each natural gas infrastructure level with both hydrogen infrastructure levels in the TYNDP System assessment. As for the hydrogen system an existing infrastructure level is not yet available. ENTSOG has identified a possible hydrogen network according to the information provided by promoters in their project submission for TYNDP/PCI process (i.e. H₂ infrastructure levels). For this reason, it should be clear that the System Assessment shows results that could be reached (in 2030, 2040, 2050) under the hypothesis of a full commissioning of H₂ planned infrastructures that are not yet in place. Therefore, even in configurations where no demand curtailment are identified these results should not be read as the absence of H₂ infrastructure needs.

On the other hand, it is assumed a full availability of the infrastructures composing the H₂ infra levels in order to avoid demand curtailment. Indeed, if planned infrastructure is not developed, demand curtailment would materialise at rates progressively increasing together with the number of planned project not actually realised.

Detailed capacities of Hydrogen Infrastructure levels 1 and 2 can be found on the Annex C2.
5 ANALYSIS OF PROMOTERS’ SUBMISSIONS

Overall, 358 investments have been included to TYNDP 2022 by more than 60 different project promoters including both TSOs and third-party promoters. The below graph provides the overview for this submission, compared to the previous TYNDP editions.

The full details of the project information included in the TYNDP 2022 can be found in Annex A of this Report. This section of the report provides a general information of the received submissions. Submissions are further analysed in Chapter 6 and 7.

Figure 4: Comparison between TYNDP 2018, TYNDP 2020 and TYNDP 2022

Natural Gas = TRA + LNG + UGS
5.1 TYPE OF INFRASTRUCTURES

For the previous TYDNP edition ENTSOG introduced for the first time a new project infrastructure category for Energy Transition Projects. TYNDP 2020 already included 75 Energy Transitions Projects. Following the EU Green Deal and the revision process of the TEN-E regulation, ENTSOG decided to further evolve this category by replacing it with four new categories allowing more insights and reflection of development trends. Projects are classified in TYNDP 2022 according to the following infrastructure categories.

PROJECTS ARE CLASSIFIED IN TYNDP 2022 ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING INFRASTRUCTURE CATEGORIES:

- Gas Transmission pipeline including Compressor Stations (TRA)
- Reception and storage and regasification or decompression facilities for liquified naturals gas or compressed natural gas (LNG)
- Underground storage facility (UGS)
- New or repurposed infrastructure to carry hydrogen (HYD)
- Projects for retrofitting infrastructure to further integrate hydrogen (RET)
- Biomethane development projects (BIO)
- Other infrastructure related projects (OTH)

Renewable and low-carbon hydrogen will be key to decarbonise the hard-to-abate sector in the next years but alternatively some European countries can still reduce their carbon footprint by replacing more carbon intensive fuels. Investments falling under the TRA, UGS and LNG infrastructure category thus need to be technically suitable to transport, store or receive safely, securely, and efficiently increasing percentages of $H_2$ (possibly up to 100%) or contribute to the fuel-gas-switch within a country/area.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the submitted investment per Type of Infrastructure.

![Figure 5: Investment inclusion in TYNDP 2022 by type of infrastructure](image-url)
5.2 PROJECTS COMMISSIONED SINCE TYNDP 2020

The following map shows all projects that, from the last TYNDP edition, have been completed.

32 investments already part of TYNDP 2020 were completed over the years between both TYNDP editions. The commissioning of all these investments further contributes to the development of the European gas system, enhancing the level of market integration, security of supply and competition. Four of these projects are contributing to the energy transition.

Some of the above projects have been submitted to TYNDP 2022 but have been commissioned in the following months directly after the end of the project submission phase (commissioning date < 31.12.2022) and will be therefore considered in the TYNDP 2022 Existing infrastructure level and is no longer part of the promoter submission analyses in the next chapters.
### 5.3 PROJECTS FORESEEN TO BE COMMISSIONED SOON

In addition to the 32 commissioned investments, 25 investments with either FID or Advanced status and commissioning year 2023 have been submitted to TYNDP 2022. These projects are further contributing to the security of supply. A list of these projects is presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project code</th>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Promoter</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Commissioning year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-342</td>
<td>Enhancement of Latvia–Lithuania interconnection (Lithuanian part)</td>
<td>AB Amber Grid</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-382</td>
<td>Enhancement of Latvia–Lithuania interconnection (Latvian part)</td>
<td>Conexus Baltic Grid, JSC</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-1199</td>
<td>LNG Terminal Brunsbüttel – Grid Integration</td>
<td>Gasunie Deutschland Transport Service GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-814</td>
<td>Upgrade for IP Deutschneudorf et al. for More Capacity</td>
<td>ONTRAS Gastransport GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-A-62</td>
<td>LNG terminal in northern Greece/Alexandroupolis – LNG Section</td>
<td>Gastrade S.A.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-A-63</td>
<td>LNG terminal in northern Greece/Alexandroupolis – Pipeline Section</td>
<td>Gastrade S.A.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-988</td>
<td>LNG Terminal Stade – Grid Integration</td>
<td>Gasunie Deutschland Transport Service GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-539</td>
<td>FSRU 1 Connection</td>
<td>Snam Rete Gas S.p.A.</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-F-1134</td>
<td>FSRU 1 – SNAM</td>
<td>Snam Rete Gas S.p.A.</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-F-272</td>
<td>Upgrade of LNG terminal in Świnoujście</td>
<td>GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-329</td>
<td>ZEELINK</td>
<td>Open Grid Europe GmbH and Thyssengas GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-362</td>
<td>Development on the Romanian territory of the Southern Transmission Corridor</td>
<td>SNTGN Transgaz SA</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-755</td>
<td>CS Rimpar</td>
<td>GRTgaz Deutschland GmbH and Open Grid Europe GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-1090</td>
<td>Metering and Regulating Station at Alexandroupoli</td>
<td>DESFA S.A.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-1115</td>
<td>WAL</td>
<td>Open Grid Europe GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-1276</td>
<td>Upgrade of Nea Mesimvria Compressor Station</td>
<td>DESFA S.A.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-1278</td>
<td>Compressor station at Ambelia</td>
<td>DESFA S.A.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH-A-430</td>
<td>Porthos</td>
<td>Porthos Development CV</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYD-A-562</td>
<td>Energy Park Bad Lauchstädt</td>
<td>ONTRAS Gastransport GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-809</td>
<td>Reallocation H-Gas towards NL: Bunde/Oude to Zone Oude Statenzijl H</td>
<td>Gasunie Deutschland Transport Services GmbH</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH-A-924</td>
<td>Power to Methanol Antwerp</td>
<td>Power to Methanol Antwerp BV</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-1268</td>
<td>Romania–Serbia Interconnection</td>
<td>SNTGN Transgaz SA</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-564</td>
<td>FSRU in Le Havre connection</td>
<td>GRTgaz</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-A-1123</td>
<td>Expansion of Revithoussa LNG Terminal via installation of FSU</td>
<td>DESFA S.A</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-F-178</td>
<td>Musel LNG terminal</td>
<td>Enagas Transport S.A.U.</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-1275</td>
<td>Zeebrugge Opwijk</td>
<td>Fluxys Belgium</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Investments included in TYNDP 2022 whose expected commissioning year is 2023
6 PROMOTERS’ SUBMISSIONS FOR NATURAL GAS FOR TYNDP 2022

Following the information provided by promoters, ENTSOG has aggregated the submitted investments according to a strictly functional-related criteria.

FOR EXAMPLE:

- In case of an interconnector connecting two (or more) countries, two (or more) different promoters are usually involved;
- A new LNG terminal or storage may need a new evacuation pipeline to connect them to the gas network and in some cases the two investments might be promoted by different entities;
- In some cases, projects connecting the EU to new supply sources are composed of different projects (and in some cases promoted by different subjects) whose full realisation is a prerequisite to connect the new source.

In all above cases, investments carried on by different promoters need to be implemented together for the overall project to materialise. These should then be considered as a single “aggregated” project.

Based on this, for TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 112 gas infrastructure projects i.e. transmission, UGS and LNG projects. In TYNDP 2020 promoters submitted 142 gas infrastructure projects.
6.1 GAS TRANSMISSION PIPELINE PROJECTS INCLUDING COMPRESSOR STATIONS (TRA)

Today in EU and UK around 205,090 km of transmission pipelines exist. The data included in the map represent the total length of 46 TSOs transmission pipeline. The definition of transmission pipeline might differ country by country.

![Map of transmission length in EU and UK in km (year 2022)](image)

**Figure 7:** Transmission length in EU and UK in km (year 2022)

80 transmission and compressor stations projects have been submitted to TYNDP 2022. These projects can be summarised according to the following categories:

- 25 interconnection projects between two or more countries. In some cases, only one side of the interconnection has been submitted since the other part is already existing or the project consists of the creation of additional capacity at the same IP where an interconnection already exists;
- 20 projects related to the construction of compressor or metering stations;
- 5 projects related to new import or production development;
- 20 projects concerning upgrade, modernisation or enhancement of the system;
- 6 infrastructure projects supporting the switch from low-calorific gas to high-calorific gas in Germany, France, Netherlands and Belgium;
- 1 project concerning methanisation of new areas (Sardinia).

The following map shows the list of all projects concerning transmission and compressor (or metering) stations development. Evacuation pipelines to connect regasification terminals or storages are considered as part of sections 6.2 or 6.3.
Figure 8: Map for transmission and compressor station projects in TYNDP 2022

Download the map from ENTSOG website:

Just click on the icon.
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The projects are shown with the planning status reported in their TYNDP 2022 status is applied to all projects that, based on the information submitted, have:

- Exact project location is not available or is
- Non-FID, advanced projects
- Non-FID, less-advanced projects

ENTSOG currently comprises 43 TSO members,
**6.2 RECEPTION AND STORAGE AND REGASIFICATION OR DECOMPRESSION FACILITIES FOR LIQUIFIED NATURALS GAS OR COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS (LNG)**

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 20 projects related to LNG terminals. For five of these projects the respective evacuation pipeline projects connecting the terminal to the gas grid were submitted by different promoters. In case of LNG-Terminal Rostock (LNG-N-413 and LNG-N-1196) the project is only focusing on the connecting pipes.

**MAP FOR LNG REGASIFICATION TERMINALS**
*(including evacuation pipelines)*

![LNG Import Terminals](image)

**Figure 9:** Map for LNG reagsification terminals (including evacuation pipelines)

Download the map from ENTSOG website:

Just click on the icon.
6.3  UNDERGROUND STORAGE FACILITY (UGS)

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 12 projects related to gas storage facilities (UGS).

MAP FOR GAS STORAGE PROJECTS IN TYNDP 2022

- Bilosaresti daily withdrawal capacity increase
- Enhancement of Inouklams UGS
- System Enhancements - Stogit - on-shore gas fields
- Underground gas storage - Gubino Polje
- Ghencinci underground gas storage in Romania
- UGS Chiren Expansion
- Depomures
- Underground Gas Storage Velke Kapusany
- Sarmisel underground gas storage in Romania
- South Kavala Underground Gas Storage Facility
- Falisceni UGS
- Modernization of natural gas storage infrastr. - Balaceanca UGS
- Alfonsine UGS Enhancement

**Figure 10:** Map for gas storage projects in TYNDP 2022

Download the map from ENTSOG website:

Just click on the icon.
Under no circumstances shall it be submission.
6.4 FURTHER DETAILS ON THE TYNDP 2022 PROMOTERS’ SUBMISSIONS FOR NATURAL GAS PROJECTS

This chapter provides more details on the investments submitted to TYNDP 2022 aiming to transport, receive or storage natural gas.

In order to provide more detailed and transparent information, all the statistics described in the following sections consider:

- Individual investments submitted by different promoter not aggregated as described in \section{section 6} but considered as many projects as promoters submitting the investment. To each of these investments an individual TYNDP code is assigned. For example, for an interconnector between two countries two separate investments are considered. The same approach is applied for LNG terminals (or UGS projects) and the evacuation pipeline(s) needed to connect the terminal (or the storage) to the gas grid;

- For projects developed in different phases, each phase as an individual investment and the whole project as multiple projects;

- Some promoters have submitted individual facilities as separate investments (e.g. compressor station and pipe as individual project submissions) whereas others have joined together a number of investment in one project (e.g. compressor station and pipe under a single project submission).

Therefore, the high level of investments should be considered in the context of the above considerations.

143 Investments aim to transport, store or receive natural gas, also in liquid form.

Figure 11 provides the overview for this submission, compared to the previous TYNDP editions, emphasising the comparison for natural gas submissions (NG).
From the graph the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Due to the completion of 32 investments since TYNDP 2020 and to the investments with commissioning years 2023, the European infrastructure is reinforced and has shown the resilience in the energy crisis following Russian invasion in Ukraine;

- The total number of natural gas investments are declining, showing that the European gas infrastructure is well advanced. In particular during the second project collection, new investments have been submitted with the objective to mitigate internal bottlenecks (change in flow directions) and bring additional LNG to Europe to ensure security of supply also in phases of high demand following the decrease of Russian supply;

- As further elaborated in the assessment chapters, the aggregated number of existing and planned infrastructures in TYNDP 2022 confirms that more infrastructure development is needed in some specific areas to strengthen the security of supply and to improve diversification.
6.4.1 OVERVIEW PER TYPE AND STATUS

From the total of 358 Investments included in TYNDP 2022, 143 natural gas Investments have been submitted for the categories TRA, LNG and UGS (40%).

Compared to 187 Investments in these three categories in TYNDP 2020 it can be observed for this TYNDP 2022 edition that there is a reduction to 143 investments. This reduction is relevant for all three categories TRA, LNG and UGS. The reduction stems from:

- The application of the ENTSOG PID that sets clear administrative and technical criteria to be matched by promoters and projects in order to be considered eligible for inclusion in the TYNDP;
- Completed projects have in the meantime further contributed to the reduction of the infrastructure gaps;
- Development and inclusion of hydrogen becomes more and more important.

The following figures and tables provide a statistical overview of promoters’ submissions (see TYNDP Annex A for further details) based on information such as the type of infrastructure or the FID/PCI status. The Annex A reports reflect all the details entered as part of the data collection process by project promoters.

Figure 12 presents an overview of all the investments accepted for inclusion in TYNDP 2022 per type of infrastructure for natural gas.

Figure 13 shows the breakdown of TYNDP 2022 natural gas projects by project maturity status.

Due to the information collected, it has been possible to identify investments submitted for TYNDP 2020 that were not active anymore but for which promoters had missed to previously report the information to ENTSOG or that were deleted or not resubmitted.
Regarding transmission investments an overall reduction of number of investments can be seen, 31 have been completed since TYNDP 2020, while 41 investments have been cancelled or not resubmitted and 30 new TRA investments have been submitted.

Considering LNG projects, 1 LNG terminal related investment (LNG terminal Krk 1st phase) has been commissioned since TYNDP 2020 while nine investments were not resubmitted. However, eleven new LNG investments were newly submitted. Most of this new LNG investments have been submitted in the second project collection phase. The need for additional import possibilities has been mainly driven by security of supply issues after the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the aim of EU Member States to reduce Russian supply dependency.

Among the UGS submissions evolution from TYNDP 2020 to TYNDP 2022, two TYNDP 2020 investments have been cancelled or not been resubmitted while two new investments in TYNDP 2022 are planned. The new UGS projects are an enhancement project in Italy (UGS-N-1182) and a storage modernisation in Romania (UGS-N-606). Ten Investments were resubmitted and thus the amount of UGS submissions is very stable. The UGS project South Kavala has been resubmitted but under the project category HYD with the objective to store pure hydrogen in the future (HYD-N-385).

The next table provides an overview of all cancelled projects. It should be noted that project TRA-A-283 “3rd IP between Portugal and Spain (pipeline Celorico – Spanish border)” submitted by Portuguese TSO Ren and Project UGS-N-914 ‘UGS Damasławek’ submitted by Polish TSO GAZ-SYSTEM have been cancelled for natural gas but have been re-introduced to TYNDP 2022 as new projects aiming to transport or storage direct from the commissioning pure hydrogen (HYD-N-1156 & HYD-N-981):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project code</th>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-9</td>
<td>Additional Southern developments</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG-A-32</td>
<td>Project G04LNG LNG terminal Gothenburg</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-273</td>
<td>Poland - Czech Republic Gas Interconnection (PL section)</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-283</td>
<td>3rd IP between Portugal and Spain (pipeline Celorico-Spanish border)</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-320</td>
<td>Carregado Compressor Station</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-354</td>
<td>Interconnection with Slovenia</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-596</td>
<td>Interconnection between the RO and the UA gas transmission systems</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-621</td>
<td>Poland - Ukraine Gas Interconnection (PL section)*</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS-N-914</td>
<td>UGS Damasławek</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-931</td>
<td>Nord Stream 2</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-1202</td>
<td>GCP GAZ-SYSTEM/ONTRAS – incremental capacity project</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-1241</td>
<td>Interconnection with production in Gela</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-1246</td>
<td>Greece–Italy interconnection</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-N-1227</td>
<td>Gorizia plant upgrade</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The extension of capacities at Poland–Ukraine interconnection is now considered as part of TRA-F-245 - North–South Gas Corridor in Eastern Poland.

Table 2: Number of investments for natural gas from TYNDP 2020 completed, still planned, not-resubmitted and cancelled

Table 3: Cancelled Investments for natural gas from TYNDP 2020
In order to be able to make a comparison at the maturity level between the TYNDP 2020 and the TYNDP 2022 submission, the graph below shows for TYNDP 2020 the project status only for the natural gas projects i.e. transmission, LNG and UGS.

For this TYNDP a majority of TRA, LNG and UGS projects is in the advanced status. In the previous TYNDP 2020 the highest number of projects were recorded in status “less advanced”. For status FID a reduction can be seen, which can be interpreted by the high number of commissioned projects.

More in details, of the 35 FID natural gas initiatives in TYNDP 2022

- 15 were already FID in TYNDP 2020
- 9 with Advanced status in TYNDP 2020 took the FID
- 6 with Less-Advanced status in TYNDP 2020 took the FID
- 5 were not submitted for TYNDP 2022

Submissions with the Less-Advanced status show a decrease based on one hand of project maturity progress as some projects reached the advanced or even the FID status and on the other hand the decrease is reported because many projects with this maturity status have not been resubmitted for TYNDP 2022.

Figure 14: Comparison of submissions in TYNDP 2022 and TYNDP 2020 per status.
6.4.2 **OVERVIEW OF PROMOTERS’ INVESTMENTS PER GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION**

The following charts provide a summary of promoters’ submissions based on their geographical location, infrastructure type and maturity status for investments in the area of natural gas categories.

For this TYNDP edition, 143 initiatives falling under the categories TRA, LNG and UGS were submitted concerning 24 countries, of which 4 countries not being part of the EU. Some of these countries are part of the Energy Community (as contracting parties or observers).

Non-EU projects can in fact be submitted to TYNDP in the below cases:

- Projects at least partially located in one of the TYNDP geographical perimeter countries;
- Supply chain projects bringing additional gas sources to EU border;
- Projects whose promoter is an ENTSOG Observer;

Figure 15: TYNDP perimeter countries and countries outside European Union for which initiatives were submitted in TYNDP 2022

---

13 Azerbaijan, Bosnia Herzegovina, Turkey, and Turkmenistan.

14 The Energy Community is an international organisation which brings together the European Union and its neighbours to create an integrated pan-European energy market (https://www.energy-community.org/)
However, only six submissions (4%) of the 143 submissions actually refer to non-EU Member States. Most of the submitted investments remain focused in the EU countries.

It should also be noted that the high number of submissions is in the context that in some countries, TSOs are required to ensure some consistency between projects included in the National Development Plans and projects included in the ENTSOG TYNDP.
6.4.3 ANALYSIS OF PROJECTS SCHEDULE

Figures 18 and 19 show the distribution of projects included in TYNDP according to the expected (first) commissioning year, also in an aggregated way.

Around 62% of the submitted initiatives are expected to be commissioned not later than 2025 for a total of 88 investments out of the 143 submitted. Among these, 77 investments are well underway, presenting FID or Advanced status.

Most of the ones having FID or Advanced status are expected to be commissioned in the next five years.

Feasibility, FEED, Permitting, FID, Construction and Commissioning

As part of the project collection, promoters have to provide information (except for some specific situations) about the projects’ schedules of the main project phases and milestones (Feasibility, FEED, Permitting, FID, Construction and Commissioning). ENTSOG has analysed these data with the purpose to have an overview on the average duration for each project phase and the average completion date for the main milestones.

In case of the Feasibility Study phase, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 107 investments.
The average duration of the Feasibility Study phase for these projects is 13.6 months, with the highest average duration in case of UGS projects (16.5 months) and lowest duration in case of LNG projects (10 months), see figure 20.

85 investments have conducted their feasibility study before the end of the project collection for TYNDP 2022. The remaining 22 investments indicated the end of the feasibility study after the end of the project collection with the latest date in May 2026.

Regarding the FEED phase, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 102 investments. The average duration of the FEED phase for these projects is 20 months, with the highest average duration in case of TRA projects (21 months) and the lowest average duration in case of LNG projects (13.3 months). UGS investments have an average duration of 19 months, see figure 21.

52 investments have concluded their FEED phase before the end of the project collection for TYNDP 2022. The 50 investments indicated the end of FEED after the end of the project collection with the latest date in May 2027.

In case of the Permitting phase, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 97 investments. The average duration of the Permitting phase for these projects is 38 months, with the highest average duration in case of UGS projects (41 months) and the lowest average duration in case of LNG projects (26.5 months). TRA projects have an average duration of 39 months, see figure 22.

51 investments have completed the permitting phase before the end of the project collection for TYNDP 2022. The 46 investments indicated the end of the Permitting phase after the end of the project collection with the latest date in June 2027.
The **FID date**, either past or expected, has been provided for 97 investments. The graph below shows the distribution of projects per FID date. The average FID date is 04/03/2022 (see figure 23).

Regarding the **Construction phase**, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 111 investments. The average duration of the Construction phase for these projects is 30 months, with the highest average duration in case of UGS projects (43.5 months) and the lowest average duration in case of LNG projects (28 months). TRA projects have an average duration of 29 months (see figure 24).

35 Investments have started their construction prior the end of the project collection for TYNDP 2022. From this two have already completed the construction. The remaining 76 investment have foreseen the start of the construction after the end of the project collection with the latest end date in December 2029.
The Commissioning year has been provided for 141 investments out of 143 included in TYNDP 2022. The average Commissioning year for these projects is 2026 with 101 investments expected to be commissioned by the end of 2026 while the remaining 40 will be commissioned after 2026.

### Table 4: Evolution of projects from TYNDP 2020 to TYNDP 2022 (All Categories)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Completed in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>FID in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Advanced in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Less-Advanced in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Cancelled/Not-resubmitted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FID (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less-Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
<td><strong>34</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
<td><strong>56</strong></td>
<td><strong>81</strong></td>
<td><strong>262</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Evolution of projects from TYNDP 2020 to TYNDP 2022 (TRA, LNG & UGS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Completed in TYNDP 2020</th>
<th>FID in TYNDP 2020</th>
<th>Advanced in TYNDP 2020</th>
<th>Less-Advanced in TYNDP 2020</th>
<th>Cancelled/Not-resubmitted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FID (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less-Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>32</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td><strong>53</strong></td>
<td><strong>187</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of the 54 investments submitted for TRA, LNG and UGS already having the FID status in TYNDP 2020:

- 28 were completed;
- 16 are still planned with FID status in TYNDP 2022;
- 1 is still planned but no more FID:
  TRA-N-954\(^\text{15}\) present in TYNDP 2022 has a Less-Advanced status while in TYNDP 2020 it was FID status. The promoter has changed the status since TYNDP 2020 and indicated a delay in the project based on internal replanning and alignment with matching project on the Italian site (TRA-N-1145)\(^\text{16}\);
- 9 projects have not been resubmitted (TRA-F-307, TRA-F-949, LNG-F-163, LNG-F-183, TRA-F-592, LNG-F-824, TRA-F-937, TRA-F-1169 and TRA-F-1241).

Of the 56 investments having the Advanced status in TYNDP 2020:

- 4 were completed;
- 6 got the FID after TYNDP 2020 project collection;
- 22 still have the Advanced status;
- 2 moved from Advanced to Less-Advanced mainly because the projects have been delayed or rescheduled (TRA-N-377 and TRA-N-782);

Of the 77 TYNDP 2020 investments having Less-Advanced status:

- 9 got the FID after TYNDP 2020 project collection;
- 22 moved from Less-Advanced to Advanced status;
- 25 are still planned and present Less-Advanced status;
- 21 were cancelled/not-resubmitted.

For initiatives having already reached the FID before their submission to TYNDP 2020 (35 investments) the analysis of project submissions shows:

- 13 initiatives whose construction phase is expected to end within 3 years from when the FID was taken;
- 15 initiatives whose construction phase is expected to end within 4 to 7 years from when the FID was taken;
- 1 initiatives whose construction phase is expected to end after more than 7 years from when the FID was taken;
- 6 initiatives did not indicate the expected end of the construction phase.

Most of the FID projects are expected to be completed within four years from when the construction works will start.

The way FID is taken by each promoter may differ. Some may take FID after the granting of permits and some before initiating the permitting procedure. Those permitting procedures often make out the longest phase of the whole project schedule which often lasts more than five years. Therefore, the above analysis is not necessarily indicative of the project lead time for any future projects as there are, among the projects, some small and some very complex ones.

For investments not having gotten the FID yet but presenting an Advanced status (65 projects) the analysis shows:

- 46 investments for which promoters were able to provide the relevant information are expected to be commissioned within five years from when the FID is expected to be taken while other three submissions between six and twelve years;
- An average of almost two years between the year when the construction works are expected to start and when the project is expected to be commissioned.
Finally, with regards to investments presenting a Less-Advanced status, information may not always be fully available or reliable making it effectively impossible to build any statistics.

Figures 26 and 27 illustrate the status of those common projects according to TYNDP 2020 and TYNDP 2022 submissions. The charts show the share of those projects for which a delay has been reported regarding their expected commissioning date and the length of this delay.

Among the projects without delay (64% in total), nine have been submitted with an earlier commissioning date.

More than half of the submissions in TYNDP 2022 have reported experiencing delays since the last edition. Listed below are the main reasons for delays indicated by project promoters:

- Worsened uncertain market conditions
- Delays in permitting/authorisations from competent authorities
- Lack of coordination between hosting countries/political uncertainties
- Delays in contract award procedure and/or procurement process
- Lack of funds/financing
- Interdependencies with other (delayed) projects;
- Delay following findings from concluded pre-feasibility study
6.4.4 INVESTMENT COSTS

Investment costs are for project promoters in many cases commercially sensitive information and might have the potential to negatively affect the competitive position of project promoters vis-à-vis contractors.

As part of the transparency process adopted, ENTSOG has collected information from promoters on indicative investment costs for all submitted projects.

In line with the ENTSOG Practical Implementation Document, the cost data submitted by the project promoters for the projects to be included in the TYNDPs is made public by ENTSOG unless the data is deemed confidential by the respective project promoters.

However, the values shown in figures 28 and 29 are based only on cost information provided as non-confidential by Promoters.

The highest share of costs is represented in the advance status (66%) while the share of advanced project for TRA, LNG and UGS is only around 45%.

Transmission projects, representing also the majority of the submitted projects (76%), cover 90% of the total costs. According to project promoters’ submission, investments are highly concentrated in 2025–2028 (with a peak in 2025 of more than 10 billion €), with around 74% of the total expected cost to be experienced in those years (see figure 30).
6.4.5 TYNDP 2022 SUBMISSIONS AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS

According to Article 8 of Regulation (EC) No. 715/2009, the Community-wide network development plan is required to build on national investment plans. This does not prevent, from a legal perspective, projects being submitted to the TYNDP although they are not part of a national development plan (NDP), being the TYNDP a non-binding exercise.

Following ACER recommendation, project promoters have been requested to always indicate if their initiatives are part of the NDP. If not, the project promoters had to indicate the reason for its project not being part of the NDP.

Furthermore, ENTSOG initiated a feedback loop with ACER and National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) to collect relevant feedback and comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Part of NDP</th>
<th>NOT Part of NDP</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Part of NDP</th>
<th>NOT Part of NDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Overview of projects being part or not of NDPs by country (TRA, LNG & UGS)

For the projects reported as not part of any NDP, promoters have generally indicated one of the following reasons:

- The NDP was prepared at an earlier date and the project will be proposed for inclusion in the next NDP edition\(^1\);  
- No NDP exists in the country where the project will be built;  
- The operators are not required to prepare and publish an NDP.

The provided reasons show that, in most of the cases, a project is not part of any NDP for reasons lying outside the control of the project promoters himself. For further details, please refer to TYNDP 2022 Annex A.

---

\(^{17}\) It should be noted that the second project collection took place seven months after the first one, therefore it might be that the new projects submitted in June 2022 were not included in their respective NDPs.
6.5 TYNDP 2022 PROJECTS BEING PART OF THE 5TH PCI LIST

Every TYNDP edition ENTSOG collects information also related to projects having already the PCI status and projects that intend to apply to the following PCI selection process (see section 7.6).

While the initial Project Collection for TYNDP 2022 was ongoing, European Commission published the 5th PCI List in November 2021. Subsequently ENTSOG needed to review the relevant PCI information and when necessary updated the information accordingly to be in line with the 5th PCI List.

In TYNDP 2022 there are 28 submissions with are part of the 5th PCI graphs below show the split of these projects per maturity status and infrastructure type:

![Figure 31: Projects having PCI status in the 5th PCI list by maturity status](image1)
![Figure 32: Projects having PCI status in the 5th PCI list by infrastructure type](image2)
7 PROMOTERS’ SUBMISSIONS FOR HYD, RET, BIO AND OTH INVESTMENTS FOR TYNDP 2022

In TYNDP 2020 ENTSOG included a new but broad project category for Energy Transition projects. For TYNDP 2022 ENTSOG decided to replace the former ETR category with four new infrastructure categories.

The idea of this division was to allow more precise insights in different sector developments in particular in the evolving low carbon and green gases and to reflect the revision of the TEN-E:

- New or repurposed infrastructure to carry hydrogen (HYD)
- Projects for retrofitting infrastructure to further integrate hydrogen (RET)
- Biomethane development projects (BIO)
- Other infrastructure related projects (OTH)

The new four categories have been introduced to European Commission and ACER together with the revised Practical Implementation Document in a dedicated Webinar in June 2021.

161 projects consisting of 215 investments submissions have been included for TYNDP 2022 falling under the four above mentioned infrastructure categories.

7.1 HYD PROJECTS

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 99 projects (152 investment submissions) related to new or repurposed infrastructure to carry hydrogen:

- 45 investments related to the repurposing of existing pipelines for hydrogen use;
- 45 investments related to the construction of on- or offshore pipelines to enable the transport of pure hydrogen;
- 3 investments related to the repurposing of existing storages to enable the storage of pure hydrogen;
- 12 investments related to the construction of storages to enable the storage of pure hydrogen;
- 12 investments related to new liquefied hydrogen terminal including hydrogen embedded in other chemical substances with the objective of injecting the hydrogen into the grid;
- 7 investments related to equipment or installation essential for the hydrogen system to operate safely, securely and efficiently or to enable bi-directional capacity, including compressor stations;
- 23 investments related to hydrogen production with network related function;
- 2 investment enables the production, reception, injection, transportation, or end-use supply of hydrogen;
- 4 other hydrogen related investments.

→ see maps in figure 33 on pages 44/45 and figure 34 on pages 46/47
7.2 **RET PROJECTS**

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 13 projects related to investments for retrofitting infrastructure to further integrate hydrogen:

- 8 investments regarding Retrofitting of existing gas pipelines and other network related assets for (bio-)methane-hydrogen blending;
- 4 investments regarding Retrofitting of existing storages for H₂ blending;
- 1 investment regarding Retrofitting of existing LNG terminal for blending (storage and/or injection to the natural gas grid).

→ see maps in figure 33 on pages 44/45 and figure 34 on pages 46/47

7.3 **BIO PROJECTS**

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted ten biomethane development projects (eleven investment submissions):

- 3 projects enabling the reverse transportation between DSO and TSO of biomethane;
- 7 network development projects enabling biomethane production/injection into the gas grid.

→ see map in figure 35 on pages 48/49

7.4 **OTH PROJECTS**

For TYNDP 2022 promoters submitted 39 Projects related to other infrastructure related projects:

- 5 hydrogen production facilities other than the ones included in category HYD;
- 3 projects enabling the production, reception, injection, transportation, or end-use supply of hydrogen;
- 3 synthetic methane projects aiming at decarbonising the gas grids;
- 9 dedicated projects to reduce methane emission in existing infrastructure;
- 4 projects related to the transport sector (incl. road, railway, aviation and maritime transport);
- 4 projects enabling gas–electricity integration;
- 9 projects related to the conversion of natural gas network for CO₂ transport or storage;
- 2 any other infrastructure related projects.

→ see map in figure 35 on pages 48/49
Figure 33: Map for Hydrogen (HYD) and Retrōfitted (RET) projects in TYNDP 2022

Download the map from ENTSOG website:

Just click on the icon.
Figure 34: Map for Hydrogen (HYD) and Retrofitfitted (RET) projects in TYNCP 2022, clean version

Download the map from ENTSOG website:
Just click on the icon.

 cig
Download the map from ENTSOG website: Just click on the icon.

Figure 35: Map for Biomethane (BIO) and Other Infrastructure (OTH) projects in TYNDP 2022
7.5 **FURTHER DETAILS ON THE TYNDP 2022 PROMOTERS’ SUBMISSIONS FOR HYD, RET, BIO AND OTH**

Similar to → section 6.4., this section provides more details on the investments under category HYD, RET, BIO and OTH submitted to TYNDP 2022. The high level of investments should be considered in the context of the background described in → section 6.4.

Overall, 358 investments have been submitted to TYNDP 2022 by more than 60 different project promoters including both TSOs and third-party promoters. From this number 215 investment included in TYNDP 2022 are falling under the categories HYD, RET, BIO and OTH (60 %)

The below graph provides the overview for this submission, compared to the previous TYNDP editions.

---

From the graph the following conclusions can be drawn:

- From 75 ETR investments in TYNDP 2020 to 215 investment (re-)submitted for the four new categories in TYNDP 2022 and thus we can detect a high increase investments;
- The high number of new investments shows the willingness of promoters to commit to the EU decarbonisation targets through the submission of newly introduced TYNDP 2022 project categories.\(^\text{18}\) Here the highest share falls on the construction and conversion of existing infrastructure to carry or store 100 % hydrogen.

The following assessment chapters will elaborate the submissions in more detail.

---

\(^{18}\) From the 210 new submitted investments it is very likely that former ETRs submitted for TYNDP 2020 are included here. By introducing the new project categories and subcategories for TYNDP 2022, Promoters had the possibility to split projects to fully align with the new categories. E.g. 1 ETR Investment in TYNDP 2020 = 1 HYD Investment and 1 OTH Investment in TYNDP 2022.
7.5.1 OVERVIEW PER STATUS

Considering all submitted investments for HYD, RET, BIO and OTH, when compared to the 75 ETR submissions in TYNDP 2020 an important increase to 215 in the 2022 edition can be observed. This increase stems from:

- Need of industries and societies within the European countries to decarbonise and reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the near-, mid- and long term future;

- Enhancing deployment of renewable gases, boosted by REPowerEU and the inclusion of hydrogen infrastructure and Electrolyser in the revised TEN-E.

The following figures and tables provide a statistical overview of promoters’ submissions (see TYNDP Annex A for further details) based on information such as the type of infrastructure or the FID/PCI status. Those reports reflect all the details entered as part of the data collection process by project promoters.

Figure 37 presents an overview of all the investments accepted for inclusion in TYNDP 2022 per type of infrastructure for Category HYD, RET, BIO and OTH.

Figure 37: Investment inclusion in TYNDP 2022 per type of infrastructure. The inner circle represents absolute numbers of investments; the outer circle represents the share of each project type.

Figure 38: Promoters submissions by maturity status – HYD, RET, BIO & OTH

Figure 38 shows the breakdown of TYNDP 2022 HYD, RET, BIO and OTH investments by project maturity status.

As seen clearly in figure 38, the majority of these investment were recorded in status “less advanced”. Only a very small share of hydrogen infrastructure investments (5 out of 215 investments) have reached the FID status.
OVERVIEW OF PROMOTERS’ INVESTMENTS PER GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

The following charts provide an overview of promoters’ submissions based on their geographical location, infrastructure type and maturity status for the four categories HYD, RET, Bio and OTH.

For TYNDP 2022, 215 investments relevant for the four above mentioned categories were included for 26 countries. Projects submitted for Ukraine and Norway are supply chain projects bringing hydrogen to the EU border.

Figure 39: TYNDP perimeter countries and countries outside European Union for which HYD, RET, BIO & OTH initiatives were submitted in TYNDP 2022
Figure 40: Number of investments per country and type of infrastructure

Figure 41: Number of investments per country and maturity status
7.5.3 **ANALYSIS OF PROJECTS SCHEDULE**

The majority of projects falling under the Category HYD, RET, BIO and OTH have the Less-Advanced Status (84%) and have commission years in the mid- and long future. 49 Investments indicated to start commissioning until the end of 2025 (23%).

![Figure 42: Investments by commissioning year and by project status HYD-RET-BIO-OTH](image)

As part of the project collection, promoters have to provide information (except for some specific situations) about the projects’ schedules of the main project phases and milestones (Feasibility, FEED, Permitting, FID, Construction and Commissioning). ENTSOG analysed the provided data but it should be noted that the majority of projects are less advanced and several promoters for hydrogen infrastructure have reported that the development and time schedule of these projects is changing quite fast based on occurred rapid changes in the European gas market and increased hydrogen ambitions of many countries and commercial players.

In case of the Feasibility Study phase, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 154 investments. The average duration of the Feasibility Study phase for these projects is 13.5 months with the highest average duration in case of BIO projects (26 months) and the lowers average duration for RET projects (11 months), see figure 43.

![Figure 43: Average duration of the Feasibility Study phase per type of infrastructure](image)

![Figure 44: Average duration of the FEED phase per HYD, RET, BIO and OTH Investment](image)
57 investments have indicated the completion of the feasibility study until 31.12.2022. 27 investments have started the feasibility before the 31.12.2022 but is still ongoing with the latest finalisation date in January 2030. The remaining 71 investments haven’t started their feasibility study by the end of 2022.

Regarding the **FEED phase**, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 122 investments. The average duration of the FEED phase for these projects is 15 months with the highest average duration in case of OTH projects (18 months) and BIO (17 months) and the lowest average duration in case of RET projects (7 months). HYD projects have an average duration of 14.5 months, see figure 42.

23 investments have indicated to complete the FEED phase until 31.12.2022. 14 investments have started FEED phase before the 31.12.2022 but are still ongoing with the latest finalisation date in December 2025. The remaining 85 investments haven’t started the FEED phase by the end of 2022.

In case of the **Permitting phase**, the start and end dates, either past or expected, have been provided for 123 investments. The average duration of the Permitting phase for these projects is 23 months, with the highest average duration in case of HYD projects (25.5 months) and the lowest average duration in case of RET projects (12 months) and BIO projects (14 months). OTH projects have an average duration of 17 months, see figure 45.


135 Investments provided information regarding the (expected) FID Date, with only five investment actual reaching FID status until the end of the project collections (BIO-F-437, OTH-F-541, OTH-F-632, OTH-F-743, HYD-F-1304). Based on the lack of maturity and uncertainties on the time schedule, the FID Date as well as the construction period will be not further analysed but all information can be found in the respective ➔ Annex A for TYNDP 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Completed in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>FID in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Advanced in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Less-Advanced in TYNDP 2022</th>
<th>Cancelled/Not-Resubmitted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FID (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less-Advanced (TYNDP 2020)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7**: Evolution of projects from TYNDP 2020 to TYNDP 2022 (Energy Transition Projects TYNDP 2020 Category)

The project category ETR in TYNDP 2020 have been replaced by the new categories HYD, RET, BIO and OTH. Promoters were able to resubmit projects using the project categories as defined in the PID for TYNDP 2022.
Of the nine investments submitted for ETR already having the FID status in TYNDP 2020:

- 2 were completed;
- 3 are still planned with FID status in TYNDP 2022 submitted under Category OTH (OTH-F-541, OTH-F-632 and OTH-F-743);
- 1 is still planned but no more FID:
  - BIO-N-728 present in TYNDP 2022 has the Less-Advanced status while in TYNDP 2020 it was FID status. The Promoter confirmed that this project is still on time but haven’t provided sufficient information regarding the time schedule to keep the FID Date.
- 3 projects have been cancelled (ETR-F-523, ETR-F-516 and ETR-F-599).

Of the four ETR investments having the Advanced status in TYNDP 2020:

- 1 were completed (ETR-A-64);
- 1 got the FID after TYNDP 2020 project collection (BIO-F-437);
- 2 still have the Advanced status (HYD-A-312 and OTH-A-430);

Of the 62 ETR TYNDP 2020 investments having Less-Advanced status:

- 1 were completed (ETR-N-938);
- 9 moved from Less-Advanced to Advanced status;
- 27 are still planned and present Less-Advanced status;
- 25 were cancelled/not-resubmitted.

### 7.5.4 INVESTMENT COSTS

Investment costs are for project promoters in many cases commercially sensitive information and might have the potential to negatively affect the competitive position of project promoters vis-à-vis contractors. This is in particular valid for Hydrogen Infrastructure Projects as currently not many reference values/indicators are available.

In total 115 Investments in the HYD, RET, BIO and OTH categories have provided Cost Information as non-confidential. Starting in 2029 the highest concentration of costs can be reported.

**Figure 46:** Overview of costs by end commissioning year and project status HYD, RET, BIO and OTH (billion Euro)

Given that the maturity of projects has been submitted under HYD and most projects are having the less advanced status the highest expected costs are concentrated here.

---

19 Biomethane: connection of production units
Besides the expected CAPEX, ENTSOG asked Promoters for this TYNDP edition to provide figures for the expected range in [in %] on how the CAPEX may differ. Analysing this CAPEX range is emphasising the less mature status of the investments in these four new project categories. Furthermore, promoters do not have comparison values based on the lack of commissioned projects in the past. The average range for TRA, UGS and LNG is only 21 %, while for HYD Investment it is the highest average range of 35 %. OTH Investments have an average range of 29 %, while RET and BIO show an average range of 25 % (see figure 47).

In line with the ENTSOG Practical Implementation Document, the cost data submitted by the project promoters for the projects to be included in the TYNDPs is made public by ENTSOG unless the data is deemed confidential by the respective project promoters.

While fully acknowledging the importance and the right of promoters to keep project cost information confidential, at the same time, it is important that projects for which promoters have applied for the PCI label during the 1st PCI/PMI call under the revised TEN-E ensure the highest possible level of transparency and there is a level-playing field for all projects.

On this basis, for PCI candidate projects that have marked their expected costs as confidential, alternative figures have been directly provided by the promoters based on reference costs. These figures, per project, will be later used only for public information sharing reasons in the Assessment phase, in order to ensure as much transparency as possible.
7.6 HYDROGEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS 1ST PCI/PMI CALL UNDER THE REVISED TEN-E REGULATION

The revised TEN-E Regulation (EU) 2022/869 was published in May 2022 and according to Regulation (EU) 2022/869 Annex III.2 “From 1 January 2024, the proposed hydrogen projects of common interest falling under the energy infrastructure categories set out in point (3) of Annex II to this Regulation are projects that are part of the latest available Community-wide ten-year network development plan for gas, developed by the ENTSO for Gas pursuant Article 8 of Regulation (EC) No 715/2009.”

Following this, projects aiming to apply for the 1st PCI/PMI call were not prerequired to be included in this TYNDP edition and PCI project candidates were collected in a separate PCI call between 18 October and 15 December 2022. To allow a fair treatment of all projects applying for PCI/PMI status, also project promoters for hydrogen infrastructure submitted during the TYNDP 2022 project collection phases could also updated their submission providing the latest available data. After reviewing the PCI Collection, ENTSOG decided to include newly submitted initiatives, with relevance for the system assessment, also in TYNDP 2022.

Based on Hydrogen Infrastructure submissions received for the 1st PCI/PMI call and in line with the draft CBA Methodology, published by JRC, ENTSOG will run project-specific assessments (PS-CBA) for eligible PCI candidate Projects. The final list of groups and the assessment will be published together with the Final TYNDP 2022.
8 INCREMENTAL CAPACITY PROCESS

The incremental capacity process has been introduced by the EC Regulation (EU) 2017/459\(^2\) as a streamlined and harmonised Union-wide process to react to possible market-based capacity requests for an increase in technical capacity or creation of new capacity.

The requested incremental capacity is offered based on a market demand. Technical capacity is increased at an existing IP or through establishing a new IP or creating a physical reverse flow capacity at an IP, which has not been offered before, only if there are binding market commitments and subject to the positive outcome of an economic test.

The aim of setting rules for incremental capacity is to identify the need for new/incremental capacity and to allocate both existing and incremental capacity in an integrated way.

The process lasts two years and is divided in two phases, a non-binding phase in which the demand for incremental capacity is assessed, and a binding phase where network users provide binding commitments for incremental capacity.

The non-binding phase

The non-binding phase starts after the annual yearly auction, at least in each odd-numbered year, with the assessment of demand indications for incremental capacity. The network users provide TSOs with their non-binding capacity demand. No later than eight weeks after the start of the annual yearly auction, TSOs are required to produce market demand assessment reports (DARs) to be published within 16 weeks after the start of the annual yearly auction. The DARs should consider, among other things, whether the TYNDP identifies a physical capacity gap whereby a specific region is undersupplied in a reasonable peak scenario and where offering incremental capacity at the interconnection point in question could close the gap; or a national network development plan identifies a concrete and sustained physical transport requirement. If the DAR identifies demand for incremental capacity that cannot be satisfied by existing available capacity, the concerned TSOs will follow the incremental capacity process further. If no demand has been identified, the process stops at that point.

The design phase

In the next phase, the design phase, TSOs conduct technical studies for incremental capacity projects and coordinated offer levels based on technical feasibility and the DARs. A public consultation on the key parts of the draft project proposal is conducted and stakeholders have an opportunity to provide feedback on the TSOs’ proposals. A key milestone after the design phase and public consultation is to submit a comprehensive incremental capacity project proposal to the relevant National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs). The NRAs will then have six months to issue coordinated decisions on the project proposal.

The allocation phase

After the NRAs’ decisions, the binding allocation phase will start and binding commitments for incremental capacity from network users will be collected during the annual yearly auction. As a default, auctions are used. However, an alternative capacity allocation mechanism can be employed, subject to NRA’s approval.

After receiving binding commitments for the incremental capacity offered in the annual yearly auction, the economic viability of the incremental capacity project will be assessed through the economic test. If the outcome of the economic test is positive on both sides of an interconnection point for at least one offer level that includes incremental capacity, an incremental capacity project will be initiated.

8.1 INCREMENTAL CAPACITY PROCESS INITIATED IN 2021

Immediately after the start of the annual yearly capacity auctions in July 2021, a new cycle of the incremental capacity process was initiated. Figure 48 illustrates the timeline for this process.

Figure 48: Timeline for the incremental capacity process initiated in 2021

The beginning of the process for 2021 has been marked by the development and publication of the DARs. Start of the design phase, due to received market interest, has been triggered on six borders which is shown in table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYNDP 2022 Project Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Entry-exit border</th>
<th>TSO(s) Involved in DAR</th>
<th>Gas flow direction covered by Demand Indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BELUX–DE</td>
<td>Fluxys Belgium, Fluxys TENP, GASCADE, Open Grid Europe, Thyssengas, Creos Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>only entry DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-F-378 TRA-N-1112</td>
<td>Polish–Czech Interconnection DAR 2021 (not submitted into TYNDP 2022)¹</td>
<td>CZ–PL</td>
<td>NET4GAS, GAZ-SYSTEM²</td>
<td>Exit PL/entry CZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA-A-971 TRA-N-1195</td>
<td>Interconnector Greece–Bulgaria (IGB Project) Upgrade of Compressor Station at Komotini</td>
<td>GR–ICGB (GR)</td>
<td>DESFA, IGB</td>
<td>exit GR/entry CGB (GR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exit TAP/entry IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PL–UA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GAZ-SYSTEM, LLC Gas TSO of Ukraine⁴</td>
<td>exit PL/entry UA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UA–RO</td>
<td>LLC Gas TSO of Ukraine, Transgaz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Incremental project Polish-Czech Interconnection DAR 2021 has not been submitted due to its initiation after the completion of the TYNDP 2022 projects data collection first phase. During the second extraordinary phase of projects data collection the PL–CZ incremental project was not submitted due to not finished discussion related to its final parameters.

² The project initiated by MDAR conducted by respective TSOs in 2021 was designed as one-directional (from PL to CZ) incremental capacity at the existing IP Cieszyn. (The capacity in the reverse direction – from CZ to PL – is already on the place.) This project was consulted with the market in January–March 2022. Both TSOs are still discussing the final parameters of the project. It has not been yet submitted for approval and for the moment concrete submission date is not known.

³ “The three Transmission System Operators, Trans Adriatic Pipeline AG (TAP), Snam Rete Gas (SRG) and DESFA, submit to the National Regulatory Authorities of Greece, Italy and Albania, a Project Proposal for an incremental capacity project, in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2017/459. The Project Proposal for the incremental capacity project was approved by the relevant NRAs.”

⁴ PL–UA INC project was submitted in November to both NRAs.

Table 8: Projects for which a demand for incremental capacity was identified in the DARs
In two cases, where there was no interest received during the 2021 incremental process, the process commenced in 2019\(^{21}\) will continue.

For TYNDP 2022 ENTSOG collected information regarding projects triggered by the Incremental Capacity process. For natural gas projects the provision of such information was mandatory.

It should be noted that project data collection for TYNDP 2022 took place in two stages: first stage of project collection was in November 2021 and the extraordinary additional second phase was in June 2022 due to EC’s REPowerEU Communication. At that time, the process reached a stage at which most TSOs receiving non-binding interest at the demand assessment phase, have submitted project proposals to their NRAs.

The General Court of the European Union ruling on the incremental capacity process

On 16 March 2022, the General Court of the European Union (“the Court”) issued a ruling\(^{22}\) involving FGSZ, MEKH, E-Control, ACER and the EC. In its ruling, the Court declares Chapter V of Regulation 2017/459 (CAM NC) inapplicable under Article 277 TFEU, as the EC was not legally entitled to adopt rules on incremental capacity.

According to the Court, the Gas Regulation did not empower the EC to adopt the provisions governing the incremental capacity process of chapter V of the CAM NC. While the judgement does not have erga omnes effect\(^{23}\), it will be up to the EC, to eventually develop new harmonised rules for the incremental capacity (Art 266 TFEU).

\(^{21}\) For the HU–SI border – involved TSOs FGSZ and Plinovodi, provided the terms currently disagreed could be mutually agreed by all concerned TSOs and NRAs, and IT–SI border – involved TSOs SNAM and Plinovodi;


\(^{23}\) Latin: “towards all” or “towards everyone”. In legal terminology, erga omnes rights or obligations are owed toward all.
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### LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACER</td>
<td>Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bcm/Bcma</td>
<td>Billion cubic meters/Billion cubic meters per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biomethane Development Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPEX</td>
<td>Capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Cost-Benefit Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAR</td>
<td>Demand Assessment Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTSO-E</td>
<td>European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTSOG</td>
<td>European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR</td>
<td>Energy Transition Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEED</td>
<td>Front End Engineering Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FID</td>
<td>Final Investment Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCV</td>
<td>Gross Calorific Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIE</td>
<td>Gas Infrastructure Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP</td>
<td>Gas Regional Investment Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWh</td>
<td>Gigawatt hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-GWh</td>
<td>Gigawatt hour electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GQO</td>
<td>Gas Quality Outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-gas</td>
<td>High calorific gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYD</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Interconnection Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ktoe</td>
<td>A thousand tonnes of oil equivalent. Where gas demand figures have been calculated in TWh (based on GCV) from gas data expressed in ktoe, this was done on the basis of NCV and it was assumed that the NCV is 10% less than GCV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-gas</td>
<td>Low calorific gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>Liquefied Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcm</td>
<td>Million cubic meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Member State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mtoe  A million tonnes of oil equivalents. Where gas demand figures have been calculated in TWh (based on GCV) from gas data expressed in mtoe, this was done on the basis of NCV and it was assumed that the NCV is 10% less than GCV.

MWh  Megawatt hour

e-MWh  Megawatt hour electrical

NCV  Net Calorific Value

NDP  National Development Plan

NG  Natural Gas

NRA  National Regulatory Authority

OTH  Other Infrastructure-Related Projects

P2G  Power-to-Gas

PCI  Project of Common Interest

PID  Practical Implementation Document


RES  Renewable Energy Sources

RET  Projects for Retrofitting Infrastructure to further integrate Hydrogen

SMR  Steam Methane Reforming

SoS  Security of Supply

Tcm  Tera cubic meter

TEN-E  Trans-European Networks for Energy

TSO  Transmission System Operator

TWh  Terawatt hour

e-TWh  Terawatt hour electrical

TYNDP  Ten-Year Network Development Plan

UGS  Underground Gas Storage (facility)

WI  Wobbe Index
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Code</th>
<th>Country Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Albania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY</td>
<td>Belarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ</td>
<td>Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY</td>
<td>Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The TYNDP was prepared by ENTSOG on the basis of information collected and compiled by ENTSOG from its members and from stakeholders, and on the basis of the methodology developed with the support of the stakeholders via public consultation. The TYNDP contains ENTSOG own assumptions and analysis based upon this information.

All content is provided “as is” without any warranty of any kind as to the completeness, accuracy, fitness for any particular purpose or any use of results based on this information and ENTSOG hereby expressly disclaims all warranties and representations, whether express or implied, including without limitation, warranties or representations of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In particular, the capacity figures of the projects included in TYNDP are based on preliminary assumptions and cannot in any way be interpreted as recognition, by the TSOs concerned, of capacity availability.

ENTSOG is not liable for any consequence resulting from the reliance and/or the use of any information hereby provided, including, but not limited to, the data related to the monetisation of infrastructure impact.

The reader in its capacity as professional individual or entity shall be responsible for seeking to verify the accurate and relevant information needed for its own assessment and decision and shall be responsible for use of the document or any part of it for any purpose other than that for which it is intended.

In particular, the information hereby provided with specific reference to the Projects of Common Interest (“PCIs”) is not intended to evaluate individual impact of the PCIs and PCI candidate. For the relevant assessments in terms of value of each PCI the readers should refer to the information channels or qualified sources provided by law.
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